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2nd Grade Writer’s Workshop Writing for Readers (Teaching Skills and Strategies to Improve Personal Narrative Writing) The heart of the CSISD Writers Workshop Units of Study stem directly from Lucy Calkins Units of Study for Primary Writing and Units of Study for Teaching Writing 3-5. Based on the needs of students and teachers in CSISD as well as the demands of the TEKS (Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills) at each grade level, additional suggestions for mini-lessons and resources have been added. Session 1: Examining Readable/Unreadable Writing Teaching Point: Teach students to become aware of what makes their writing readable vs. unreadable. Materials: chart paper to make anchor chart titled “Easy To Read Writing, samples of writing that meaning can be detected from and samples of writing that are unreadable, Writer’s Notebook



Connect: “Last night I took all of your writing home to enjoy. Wow, I was really surprised at how much you have grown as writers! Most of you are trying really hard to make it easier for me to read your stories. For the next few weeks, we are ALL going to try to make our writing easier to read. Sometimes you ask me to read your work when you are wrapping up your stories. Remember, I’m not the only one who reads your work. You have an entire audience of readers out in the world that will read your work. We need to make sure that every reader who reads your work can tell what it means and it’s easy to read. It’s more than handwriting that we are talking about… it’s meaning and message too. That’s our job.”



Teach (Model): “Let’s get started on this task. Today we are going to try really hard to read our own writing. If it is pretty easy to do, we will put it in one pile. If it’s hard to do, we’ll put it in another pile. This takes a special kind of hard work. I want you to watch what I did at home last night when I REALLY,
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REALLY wanted to read your writing. Pretend I’m at home, and I have a wonderful stack of your stories right here. Watch…. this is what I did.” Pick up a sample of writing and study the picture. Think aloud of what’s going on in the illustration. Ask some questions out loud of information that might be missing from the picture. Make predictions about what the story could be about. Pause in the midst of your strategy sharing and ask the students what you just showed them how to do. Next, show children that you point under the print and use problem solving strategies when you encounter difficulty reading harder texts. Model what to do when you get to an unreadable word. Discuss with the students the strategies you used today to help you get meaning from the text. (Used the illustration for support in making meaning AND pointed to each word and used the context of the sentence to determine difficult words.) Decide as a class that this sample was readable and should be placed in the “I can read this” pile of samples. Repeat this process with another sample that is completely unreadable and meaning can’t be made from the sample. The illustration doesn’t offer support and the words and sentences are not able to be deciphered. Model how to think aloud and decide on putting this sample in the “I can’t read this” pile.



Active Engagement (Guided Practice): “Now, I want you to read through your writing in your Writer’s Notebook and flag each story as readable/unreadable. Remember to do your best, hard-work reading. Decide which pieces are readable and which pieces are unreadable. If you come to pieces that have no words or that you can’t read, don’t feel bad or embarrassed. Just flag those pieces as unreadable. This is not a time to feel bad about our writing. This is a time to see where we are and how we can become better at sharing messages.”



Try: As writers are sorting their work, circulate and coach as needed. When the sorting is coming to a close, ask the students to find a writing neighbor to talk to about their piles. Ask the questions, “What makes your hard to read stories difficult to read? What makes the easy to read stories simple to read?” Be sure to tell WHY. Share: Bring the students back together. Talk about the types of conversations they were having with their writing neighbors. As students share some of their thoughts aloud, begin making an anchor chart that notes characteristics of hard to read writing vs. easy to read writing.
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Easy To Read Writing…... 



Has spaces (not all scrunched together )  Is neat (without a lot of eraser marks)  Has a lot of letters in every word  Makes sense to me and other readers



“Writers, remember…. Make sure that you go back and reread your writing today and every day. Let’s all try to write stories that could go in your easy to read pile!”



Session 2: I n t r o d u c t i o n t o R e v i s i o n Teaching Point: Introduce the basics for revision. Materials: revision pens (different color), photocopied personal narrative to be revised, sample of writing for teacher to model revision techniques Connect: “Writers, we have discovered that when we reread our writing, we sometimes want to make changes, or revise. Today we are going to review some of the ways published authors revise their writing.” Teach (Model): “When writers say, ‘I like my writing but how can I make this piece even more closely match my ideas and feeling?’ it is time to REVISE. Some people think revising is what you do to fix a piece of writing that isn’t ‘good enough.’ Good writing deserves to be revised and shared. It is our job as writers to make our message match our ideas and feelings as close as possible so the reader gets our message clearly. I’m going to show you how I revise. First, I reread my writing and I ask myself, ‘Who will be reading my personal narrative? What can I add or change to make it help the reader understand and visualize my story even more clearly?’” Teacher reads a portion of her personal narrative to the class.



Here’s an example:
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One morning our class went ice skating. When we got to the rink we put on our skates. We walked up the stairs to the ice. We grabbed the side wall and stepped on the ice. “Okay, how can I make my writing even better? I have a blue revision pen in my hand to help me. I could add at Lloyd Center to the beginning so people will know where we went ice skating. When we add more details, we help our readers get a better picture in their minds of what happened. When I revise, I always ask myself ‘What can I add?’” Active Engagement (Guided Practice): “Writers, close your eyes and make a movie in your head of when we went ice skating. Turn and Talk to your partner about what else we could add. What do you think would make our story even better?” (Teacher can reread the class story in its entire form, if needed.) Students talk to their partners and teacher notes ideas being shared. “I heard ______ say, ‘We wobbled and we wiggled.’ I heard ________ say, ‘We fell down!’ I’m going to add these details to my story.” “Writers, let’s think about the steps we’ve done so far.” Make a list of the steps for writers to refer to in the independent work time.



How To Revise 1. We reread and ask questions. 2. We make a plan to answer questions. 3. We reread and make a movie in our heads. 4. We add details to our writing. *Focus is on the importance of REREADING!



Try: “I have copied one of your narrative stories for you. I am going to share some revision pens with you today so that you can see your changes in a different color. I want you to practice the steps we just reviewed: Reread your piece and ask questions; make a plan to answer your questions; reread again and make a movie in your head of what’s happening; and ask yourself, ‘What can I add? How can I revise my
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writing to make it even better?’ When you have figured out where you can revise your writing, go ahead and get started. Remember, you can use your revision pen to see your changes.” Share: “Writers, I am going to read you part of _____’s piece. I’m going to read it without the blue revision parts first. (Teacher reads the unrevised portion of text.) Now I’m going to read it with the blue revised parts added. (Teacher reads the text again.) Did you hear all of the great details that ______ added? Writers, I want you to do the same thing that we just saw and heard. Today and every day, always revise your work to make it better.”



Session 3: Stretching and Writing Words Teaching Point: Support students in hearing beginning and ending sounds of words they use in their writing. Materials: white boards and markers, a sample of a Small Moment story told in pictures, Writer’s Notebook Connect: “For the last couple of weeks, we have been talking about writing easy to read stories. Sometimes your words are hard to read because you only write down a few letters for the word you want to use. Today I am going to show you how to stretch out your word and hear all the sounds in the word while you put that word on paper. You’ll see that we say the word, write a sound, reread what we’ve written, and say the word again. There’s a lot of going backwards, then forward, then backwards, and then going forward again! I’ll show you what I mean.” Teach (Model): Read the picture story you have written, saying aloud the short sentences you plan on writing. “I have drawn a story across three pages about a tiny moment that happened in our class. Watch and listen as I turn the pages and tell the story, like you do before you write.” Continue with modeling your think aloud as you travel through the pictures. Write publicly in a way that demonstrates what you want students to notice and tackle for themselves. In this case, emphasize tackling hard words by rereading frequently. “First, I am going to label my picture. I need the word __________. What sounds would come at the beginning of that word?” Ask students to join you as you repeatedly say the word needing to be spelled. Encourage them to use their dry erase boards to write the sounds they hear. Work through the entire word, constantly rereading and repeating the sounds you hear. “Writers, do you see how I keep saying the word, writing down what I hear, then rereading it and saying more of the word?” Continue with this process as you move from the labeled illustration to the sentences needed for the story.
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Active Engagement (Guided Practice): “Now we are going to try this with some words that I am going to give you out loud.” Try a variety of words, allowing the students to use their white boards to stretch the words they hear. Try: “Writers, today and every day, when you work on writing your own stories, try to do like we’ve been doing when you come to hard words. Say them slowly, hear the first sounds, and write those down; then reread with your finger under the letters and hear more sounds. Remember this as you write today.” Send the writers off to write, admiring and praising their application of stretching the sounds that they hear. Share: As students come back to the meeting area, ask them to locate at least one hard they were trying to write today. Ask for some volunteers to show the class how they applied the strategy today.



Session 4: Writing With Sight Words/Personal Word Walls Teaching Point: Remind writers that sometimes they stretch words as in the previous lesson, but sometimes there are other words they know instantly like sight words. Materials: last session’s chart paper with story illustrated containing sentences, pictures, and labels, Writer’s Notebooks Connect: “Yesterday, we took my illustrations and created sentences to go along with the pictures using a strategy known as ‘Stretching our Words.’ We wrote a bit of the word, then reread what we had written, then heard more sounds. Today, let’s work on that same story. You will see that sometimes I stretch some words out like we did yesterday, but writers use other strategies too. Today I will teach you how to write words faster by switching back and forth from stretching words to writing words we already know, called sight words. Teach (Model): “Sometimes, when it’s time to add on to yesterday’s work, I find I’ve forgotten what I wrote! Does that ever happen to you? Let’s go back and reread what we did yesterday to freshen our minds. Now it’s time for me to add to my story. I want to write the sentence ‘______________________.’ Watch how I write these words.” Choose a sentence that has a large number of sight words in the sentence. Ask students to notice how quickly you were able to get through the sentence because of the number of sight words that you automatically knew. “I wrote those words in a snap because I just know them. This is going to happen to you too. What if you needed to write the word ‘Mom’ in your story? Do you need to stretch that word or do you automatically know it?” Active Engagement (Guided Practice): Show the students how to “write in a snap.” Use the visual action of
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snapping your fingers to show them how quickly and automatically these words should come to their minds. Using chart paper, or even white boards, ask for some volunteers to write some sentences that contain a high amount of frequency words. Celebrate how easy and fun it is to “write in a snap.” Try: “Today everyone, when you are writing your story, you’ll write some words ‘in a snap’ and other words you will use the strategy of stretching out the sounds. Get your brain ready to go back and forth from these two different ways to write the words in your story.” Share: During sharing time today, challenge the students to sit with a writing neighbor. Encourage the students to give their buddy a challenging word they used in their story and see if the other student can use the strategies modeled in the mini lesson today.



Word Writing Steps: 1. Say the word two times. 2. Hear the first sound. Write that sound. 3. Read it. Say the next part of the word. Write that sound. 4. Continue until you can’t hear anymore sounds. 5. Reread your word.



Session 5: Spacing Words Teaching Point: In this lesson, take a quick reminder that a finger-sized blank space should be left after they hear no more sounds in a word. This space signals that one word ends and new one begins. Materials: sentence from last writing session and the start of a next sentence, white boards and markers for whole class, Big Book (any title) and words from one page of the Big Book copied with no spacing between the words, Writer’s Notebooks
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Connect: “We have been working really hard on stretching our words out to hear the sounds and also knowing when to ‘write in a snap.’ But how do we know when one word is finished and another one begins? Let me show you how important spaces are for readers. What does this say?” Show a sentence from your Big Book that has been copied with no spacing between words. “It’s tough to read, isn’t it? Now show the same sentence in the Big Book. “That’s much easier to read, isn’t it? Today, we will concentrate on making sure we have spaces between our words.” Teach (Model): “When you are writing, you probably keep asking yourself the question, ‘What sounds do I hear next?’ Then you write the letter(s) that makes those sounds. When you ask that question and the answer is ‘I don’t hear any more sounds,’ then you know that you are at the end of the word and it’s time to leave a space before you say and write a new word. Think of spaces like a rest break you give yourself and your pencil before you tackle the next word.”



Active Engagement (Guided Practice): Practice the strategy of leaving a finger space between words by doing some Shared Writing together. At this age, second graders don’t necessarily need to lay their actual finger down on the paper. Encourage them to think about how much space they would leave for a finger. Try: “Today and every day when you write, put spaces between your words. Don’t write like this.” Refer back to the first example of the sentence taken from the Big Book. “Remember to write like this.” Refer back to the actual Big Book page. “Who’s ready to try this in their own writing? Off you go.” Share: Ask the students to bring their writing with them to the share circle. Give them a hint that if there are places they might have missed using spaces between words, then show them how to use a quick slash. Example: I/love/you.



Session 6: Revising in the Middle Teaching Point: Students can add to the middle of their stories, another technique used in the revision process. Materials: shared piece of writing, chart, markers, revision strips, Writer’s Notebook
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Connect: “Writers, we have been learning that when we want to make our writing even more closely match our ideas and feelings, we REVISE. Good writing deserves to be revised and shared.” Teach (Model): “There are many different ways to revise. Sometimes writers revise by adding on to the middle of their pieces. I am going to reread this piece of writing that we wrote together.” Teacher reads the narrative piece to the students.



One morning our class went ice skating. When we got to the rink we put on our skates. We walked up the stairs to the ice. We grabbed the side wall and stepped on the ice. “I remember that our ankles were swiveling back and forth so I decided that I wanted to add that, but I have a problem. There is no room on my page! This is where I can use a revision strip to help me. A revision strip is a tiny piece of paper that I can write my added detail on and then tape it to where I want this sentence added. And if I remember to use my revision pen in a different color, then it will stand out and I can remember to add it later when I publish. Let me show you how I can write on the revision strip and then tape it to my story.” Show the process of adding a revision strip. Active Engagement (Guided Practice): “Now I want to add ‘We fell down’ after the last sentence. Who can help me write that sentence on a revision strip? Who can help me tape the strip in the place that I want to add it?” Allow for students to revise this portion of the middle. Try: “Writers, take out your Writer’s Notebooks and reread your piece that we will revise today. Ask yourself, ‘Is there a place in the middle where I can add on to make my message clearer to the reader?’ Ask yourself if you need a revision strip. Or maybe several revision strips? Remember to use your blue revision pens on the strips and tape carefully to the places in the middle where you will revise.” Share: Teacher shares 2-3 student samples of where revision strips were used successfully. Teacher can share the ‘before version’ and the ‘revised version’ if time allows. Students can use a sharing signal to let the writer know if they enjoyed the revisions.
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In an effort to support the upper grades in the mastery of Revision and Editing skills, an appropriate Writing STAAR stem question to familiarize our second grade students with is as follows:



The meaning of sentence _____ can be improved by changing it to _______. (introduced in 2nd grade)



As you feel your writers are ready, use this sentence in your Think Alouds, Shared Writing, and model lessons so they can become familiar with a variety of ways to revise a sentence.



Session 7: Revising: Adding Dialogue Teaching Point: Students will continue to explore adding dialogue as a way of revising their stories. Materials: Shortcut by Donald Crews (or any other previously read text with dialogue as examples), previous writing sample with revisions made in blue, revision anchor chart from previous lesson, Writer’s Notebook, revision pens, sticky notes, “I Used Dialogue” chart (optional) Connect: “Writers, you all have been using your special revision pens, tape and revision strips, and editing marks to add on to your writing. Writers add on to their writing for very specific reasons. We know writers add on to their writing to make their writing closely match their ideas and feelings. One way to do this is to add dialogue (talking words) into our narratives. Dialogue is the actual words that a character uses.” Teach (Model): “I’m going to read the part of Shortcut when Donald and his cousins hear the train.” Teacher reads to the students from approximately page 9:



Everybody stopped. Everybody listened. We all heard the train whistle. Should we run ahead to the path home or back to the cut-off? The train whistle was much louder. “After that, the author could have written:”



They went back to the cut-off. “Instead, he makes the characters (Donald and his cousins) talk.”
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“Back to the cut-off! Run! The train! The train! Get off! Get off! Get off the tracks!” “That dialogue (talking words) really adds excitement to Donald’s writing.” Active Engagement (Guided Practice): “Yesterday, we added on to our ice skating narrative to make an even closer match with our ideas and feelings. I thought today we could try adding dialogue as another way to revise our writing. Listen closely as I reread.”



One morning our class went ice skating at _________. When we got to the rink we put on our skates. We walked up the stairs to the ice. We grabbed the side wall and stepped on the ice. We wobbled. We fell down.



“Close your eyes and make a movie in your mind again of when we went ice skating. Tell yourself in your private voice something you said when you were skating or something you heard someone else say. If you don’t remember the exact words, you can make up some of the words. Turn and Talk with your writing partner. Tell your partner the dialogue- the actual words you said or someone else said while we were ice skating.” Students talk to their partners and the teacher notes ideas on chart paper. Ask for volunteers to come up to the shared narrative piece and make suggestions of where dialogue could be added. As the students are sharing the talking portions, the teacher is writing down the dialogue on sticky notes and then placing the dialogue into the narrative story already written. The goal is show that dialogue can be added to different parts of the story with different characters talking. Be sure to explain the correct usage of quotation marks at this time. *More instruction will need to occur for this grammar mini lesson.



Try: “Writers, take your Writer’s Notebook and find a piece that you would like to revise by adding dialogue. Reread your piece, make a movie in your mind of what happened and ask yourself, ‘What can I add? How can I revise my writing to make it closely match my ideas and feelings? Is there a place where I can add dialogue?’ When you have figured out where you can revise your writing, by adding dialogue or adding details, mark that spot with your blue revision pen. If you found a place to add dialogue, then use the sticky notes like we did with our Shared Writing piece. Try using quotation marks around the talking part to show the exact words someone was speaking. If you need a revision strip, use that to add details.”
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Share: “Writers, I would love to see who added dialogue to their stories today. If you used a sticky note to add dialogue, come and place your name on our chart titled “I Used Dialogue” so you can share with the class where you tried this strategy.” After several students have shared their use of this revision strategy, refer back to the anchor chart below and add #5.



How To Revise 1. We reread and ask questions. 2. We make a plan to answer questions. 3. We reread and make a movie in our heads. 4. We add details to our writing.



5. We add dialogue when characters are talking.



Session 8: Word Choice: Overused Words (said) Teaching Point: Introduce students to synonyms for the word “said.” Materials: Ten In a Bed (written on sentence strips), chart labeled “Put Said to Bed”, pocket chart, sticky notes, variety of grade appropriate books which contain synonyms for “said” Connect: “Today, we’re going to learn new words for ‘said.’ We’ll sing a song that you’ve heard before. Please join in when you recognize the song.” Teach (Model): Point to the pocket chart and sing a piece of Ten In a Bed. “There were 10 in a bed and the little one said, Roll Over, Roll Over. So they all rolled over”, etc. Let students join in as you sing the song.
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Ten In a Bed There were ten in a bed and the little one said, “Roll over, roll over.” So they all rolled over and one fell out. There were nine in the bed and the little one said, “Roll over, roll over.” So they all rolled over and one fell out. *This is repeated until you get to the number one.*



There was one in the bed and the little one said, “Good Night!” “Writers, did you notice how often the word ‘said’ was overused? It’s time for us to give ‘said’ a break. Let’s send ‘said’ to bed. We can use other words to replace ‘said.’”



Active Engagement (Guided Practice): “Using an adjective to describe each monkey will help us decide other words to use for ‘said.’ Add adjectives to the pocket chart describing the monkeys. (mad, sad, funny, etc.) As students read each sentence, invite several students up to the chart to act out the emotion. For example, how might the mad monkey act?” This activity is designed to help visualize other words for “said.” “Now that we know how the monkeys are acting and feeling, it will easier for us to brainstorm words for ‘said.’ Put sticky notes over the words ‘said’ in each of the sentences. Write synonyms for the words ‘said.’ Sing the revised version of Ten In a Bed. “Writers, Turn and Talk with your neighbor about which version painted a better picture in your head.” Post the synonym sticky notes on the chart labeled “Put Said to Bed” and continue to add to it throughout the year. Try: “Writers are often inspired by books they read so instead of writing today, you will be looking for synonyms for the word ‘said’ in books. A synonym is a word that has the same meaning as another word. I will share my sticky notes with you and you job is to find at least 3 synonyms for the word ‘said’ in the books you read today. When you find those synonyms, write them down on sticky note and then add it to our chart titled “Put Said to Bed.” Share: Ask students to share their synonyms for “said” that they placed on the chart.
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Session 9: Word Choice: Creating a Picture for the Reader Teaching Point: Words can create a picture for the reader. Texts by our favorite authors can teach writers about style and an author’s craft. Materials: My Mama Had a Dancing Heart by Libba Moore Gray or Owl Moon (any text that provides solid examples of word choice), Writer’s Notebook Connect: “We know that writers add on to their writing to make the words more closely match their ideas and feelings and help the reader understand. We have learned how to add details, add dialogue, and replace overused words such as ‘said.’” Teach (Model): “Paying attention to the words that you use can help you create a picture for the reader. We learned about adjectives, words that describe nouns. We have also learned about verbs, words that show action. We have also worked on using details, words to tell more. How all of these words are used can make your writing come alive! As I reread a page from My Mama Had a Dancing Heart, listen carefully for words that create a picture for you. See if you can make a movie in your head. Be ready to share what you notice.” Teacher begins choosing rich portions of the text that give examples of strong word choice. Stop occasionally to think aloud and respond to the text. For example: “The words ‘red-orange morning’ help me see the sunrise. When I read the author’s words ‘with kites and balloons tied to our wrists’ I imagine that they must be moving fast enough to keep the kites and balloon high in the air.” Active Engagement (Guided Practice): Read the following passage from the text. “Listen carefully as I reread this part and put your thumb up when you hear words that create a picture or feeling for you as a reader.”



Out we’d go into the eye-blinking blue air, With Mama leading in a leaf-kicking, leg-lifting, hand-clapping, hello-autumn ballet. And afterward, We’d wax paper press leaves, red and gold And drink hot tea spiced. And when the winter snows came softly down 14



Shawling the earth, Out we’d go and do a body-flat, arms moving up and down, snow angel. Hello winter ballet. And then we’d stand, Mama first, And dance in slow motion, like hand-mittened, galoshes galumping, funny old snowmen. And afterward, We’d cut snowflakes, paper white delicate And sip cocoa with marshmallows floating.



Have your students Turn and Talk and/or share whole group what they noticed and would like to try in their writing. Try: “Think about the kinds of words that you noticed in the writing. Did you hear any adjectiveswords that describe? What about any verbs- words that show action? How about how this author put words together? When you write today, be adventurous and try these kinds of words that create a picture for the reader. I will be looking for writers to share at the end of our writing time today.” Share: Choose several students who were able to take a risk with their writing and use words to create a picture. Highlight their word choice.



Session 10: Word Choice: Using Specific Details Teaching Point: Students can learn that choosing specific words with the purpose of using authentic details will enhance their writing. Materials: T- chart titled “General” and “Specific”, student writing samples, Writer’s Notebook Connect: “Writers, we have been working so hard on using words that create a picture for the reader.
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Today we will learn another way to use words to tell our reader just what we want to say. Using specific details can help us stretch our writing and help the reader picture exactly what is going on in our stories. Being specific means using just the right word to express an idea.” Teach (Model): “I have made a list of words that are ‘okay,’ but don’t give much of a picture for the reader.” Refer to the chart. “Words like ‘good,’ ‘fine,’ and ‘nice,’ are GENERAL words. If I wrote, ‘My dog is ‘fun’ you might not have much of a picture of my dog. So, as a writer, I can use more SPECIFIC words to show how my dog is fun. I might write something like this:”



My dog is trained to follow my directions. She walks with me and can perform tricks like fetching, sitting, and shaking hands. When we play Frisbee, she always brings it back to me. She begs for me to throw it over and over. “Close your eyes and picture my dog. Can you see it now?” Active Engagement (Guided Practice): “Let’s think of some more interesting and SPECIFIC words that we can use for the words on our T-chart. What are some other words that you can use for the word ‘good?’ It can be about anything that you think is ‘good.’ (a book, a friend, your favorite meal, etc.) Add words to the side of the chart labeled ‘SPECIFIC.’ Continue working through the chart using this method for each word.” Try: “Writers, look at your writing and find a place where you have used these GENERAL words. See if you can add some details to give more information and create a picture for the reader. If you are ready for a new piece of writing today, use SPECIFIC words like we did today on our T-chart. I will be on the lookout for writers using SPECIFIC words and am excited to have you share them at the end of Writer’s Workshop today.” Share: Have writers share small selections where they used SPECIFIC words rather than GENERAL words.



In an effort to support the upper grades in the mastery of Revision and Editing skills, an appropriate Writing STAAR stem question to familiarize our second grade students with is as follows:



Which is the best way to rewrite the idea in sentence ____ ? (introduced in 2nd grade)



As you feel your writers are ready, use this sentence in your Think Alouds, Shared Writing, and model lessons so they can become familiar with a variety of ways to revise a sentence.
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Session 11: Show, Not Tell Teaching Point: Introduce how writers “show, not tell” to make their writing better. Materials: student writing samples, Where the Wild Things Are by M. Sendak (or other text with descriptive language), chart paper and marker, pre-written narrative on chart paper, Writer’s Notebook Connect: “Writers, we have been working on different ways to make our writing better. We can use carets and revision strips to add or change words. We have been using details to tell more and make our writing interesting for the reader. We have also been learning how to use descriptive language (adjectives and verbs) to create a picture for the reader. Writers can use words and tools to revise in a special way called ‘SHOWING, NOT TELLING.’” Teach (Model): “In the book Where the Wild Things Are, the author helps the reader understand how the wild things are feeling. Instead of writing ‘the wild things are angry,’ he writes ‘They roared their terrible roars and gnashed their terrible teeth.’ When writers SHOW, NOT TELL they use words to help the reader understand without telling them in a boring way with limited words.” Teacher models a think aloud. (Teacher topic may vary.) “I want to use the SHOW, NOT TELL strategy to make my piece of writing better. Here’s my story.”



The other day, I went to the store to buy something for class. The store was not open yet and I was frustrated. Someone finally came to open the door. I was happy. “Now I want to add some words to describe how I truly felt. Instead of ‘frustrated,’ I might write:”



When I saw the store was closed, my mouth fell open and I just stood there with my eyes bugged out. Then I flopped down and sat criss-cross on the ground. “I will reread to see how this sounds.” Teacher rereads. “Now I need to show my reader how happy I felt when the store clerk came and opened the door. Instead of writing ‘I was happy’ I will write ‘I jumped up with a huge smile on my face. I could feel



my breathing relax and I wanted to hug the clerk!’ Now I have used words to express how I felt instead of just telling the reader with boring, uninteresting words.” Active Engagement (Guided Practice): “Writers, I want you to take a look back through your writing and try to find a piece where you wrote about how you were feeling. Think about how you could SHOW,
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NOT TELL. If you can’t find a piece that you have already written, look for a place where you would like to try this strategy. Turn and Talk about your plan before you leave our meeting area.” Try: “When you are writing today, you may want to revise or practice SHOWING, NOT TELLING in one of your pieces. You can use a caret or a revision strip to add words. If you start a new piece, you may want to express how you felt by using words that SHOW, NOT TELL from our work today.” Confer with writers who need support finding pieces that would benefit from today’s craft lesson. Share: At the end of today’s writing time, choose students that have used the strategy of SHOWING, NOT TELLING in their writing.



Session 12: Identifying the Purpose of a Lead Teaching Point: The students will begin to understand the purpose of using a lead in their writing by using models of literature. Materials: several mentor texts depicting strong leads such as: Owl Babies, Lily’s Purple Plastic Purse, Coming on Home Soon, Owl Moon, Fly Away Home, Apt. 3, Thundercake, Come on Rain, Lulu’s Lemonade, The Witches’ Supermarket, Auction, Cheese Louise Sample leads that are typed for sorting activity and sorting mat Connect: “Today we are going to think about how authors start their pieces. Writers call these first few sentences of their stories LEADS.” Teach (Model): “I am going to read the beginning of ______________. (Any text from the above list can be used during the modeling portion of the lesson. In fact, you might want to use this lesson over a several day period, and choose a different type of lead to show the various types of leads that the student writers need to be exposed to.) “The reason I chose this LEAD to share is because it made me want to read more. It really captured my attention! I can’t wait to see what happens next.” Active Engagement (Guided Practice): “Now I am going to read more examples of strong LEADS to you. I want you to listen carefully to how the authors use words to get us interested.” Read the first few sentences from several mentor texts depicting good LEADS. “Writers, think about how each of the authors started their stories. In your mind, tell yourself the words the authors used to get you interested in reading their book. What words did you notice? Share with your partner.”
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Turn and Talk. Try: “Today, I am curious to see if you can sort some different leads that I am going to share with you. With a partner, I am going to give you a working mat with the types of leads we looked at today with our mentor texts. See if the two of you can work together to read the LEAD and then place it on the right spot of the mat.” Share: “Were we able to sort these leads correctly? Writers, tell me if these are some possible ways you could begin thinking about starting your next story. Do you have a favorite type of LEAD already sitting in your mind?” Allow for students to check their sorting mat and participate in a pop up share of how they might be starting their next piece of writing.



Session 13: Types of Leads Teaching Point: Students will identify and describe types of leads. Materials: chart paper with leads and descriptors under each type, markers, examples of various leads from literature models that can be glued to chart paper under appropriate lead category Connect: “Yesterday, we learned that a good lead grabs the reader’s attention and makes them want to read on. Today we are going to investigate different types of leads.” Teach (Model): “When I read _______________ yesterday, there was a hint of a problem in the lead. (The text that was used yesterday will vary. Any type of text that had an action lead or hint of a problem can be used.) This is only ONE way a writer can start. Today, we will be focusing on four different types of leads: description of character, description of setting, a hint of a problem, and dialogue.” Refer to the chart paper with the identified leads/definitions. Read an example from each type of lead. (Example: Diary of a Wombat by J. French is a great mentor text for character description. When I Was Little by T. Igus is a great mentor text for setting description. Grandpa’s Teeth by R. Clement is a great mentor text for using dialogue. I Like Where I Am by J. Harper is a great mentor text for a hint of a problem in the lead.) Model reading the lead from __________________. Then model looking over the choices on the chart and decide which type of lead you just read. “I think this is an example of a __________ lead because _________________.” “As partners, you will get an example of a lead from a story. You will read the lead and decide what type of lead it is and why you think so.” Choose a student to be your partner and model reading the lead and discussing with your partner how to decide what type of lead you read. “Now we will read the lead example.” (Read it aloud.) “Next we will look at our LEADS chart to remind ourselves of our choices and then talk together to decide which type of lead we read. We think this is an example of a ____________lead. (Insert choice from chart.)”
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Active Engagement (Guided Practice): Pass out examples of leads to partners and allow for a few minutes for students to read the lead, identify the type of lead, and come up with their reasons. “Who would like to share the lead from ___________ (name of book) and tell how they know what type of lead it is?” The rest of the class gives a thumbs up if they agree. Make sure each lead is passed out and is identified. As students share their leads, glue the copy of the lead under the correct lead heading. Try: “Today, as you are writing, see how you can use one of these examples of leads to revise the beginning of a piece you have already written or you may choose to begin a new piece. If you choose to work on a previously written piece, you may want to use one of the revision strips we learned about earlier to add to your story.” Writers return to their writing areas and write independently. Share: Writers share their newly revised lead and share what type it is.



Session 14: Using Revision Strips to Revise Leads Teaching Point: Students will use revision strips to revise their leads. Materials: chart paper, markers, revision strips, tape, a few examples of “boring leads” to use for modeling and active engagement portion of lesson Connect: “Writers, we have identified four different types of leads. Today, we are going to learn how we can revise pieces we have already written to make the lead more interesting so it will grab the reader’s attention.” Teach (Model): “I am going to read the beginning of one of my narratives.” Read a previously written piece the teacher has modeled. Example: Yesterday I went to the store. “Writers, as I reread this piece, I realize it is not a very interesting beginning. As a reader, I am wondering: When did I go to the store? How did I get to the store? I am going to want to start revising my lead so I can grab my reader’s attention. First, I’ll tell when I went to the store. I’ll use revision strips to add new words.” Write on the revision strip: Early yesterday morning “Now I will replace the word ‘went’ and tell how I went. Read as you write, ‘I revision strip. Model taping the revision strips in place.



walked quickly’ on a



Active Engagement (Guided Practice): “Now let’s try another example together.” Teacher reads another boring example. Example:



Last night, I had fun.



List student ideas on the chart paper. Choose one or more of the ideas to write on a revision strip and
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add to the example. Try: “Today, you might want to choose a piece you have already written and use the revision strips to make the lead more interesting. During share time, I will be looking for students who used their revision strips to read their new lead. Share: Teacher asks those who tried the strategy to share.



Session 15: Endings Teaching Point: Introduce endings as an important connection in stories. Materials: chart paper, markers, pre-written story on chart paper, pre-reading of Iris and Walter by E. Guest Connect: “Writers, we have been working on a lot of ways to make our writing better. Today, we are going to think about why endings are important and how we can learn about good ways to end our narratives.” Teach (Model): “When we read, we often slow down and enjoy the last part before the end. It is kind of like the last bite of a yummy ice cream cone or saying goodbye to a good friend. In the story Iris and Walter, Iris missed the city but was not sad because she had a new life in the country. Listen while I read the end of Iris and Walter:



And across the meadow, over the stream, high in a tree, was a little house. And inside there was a new friend…..Walter. The author helped us remember how Iris felt and that having this friend is very special. This is an important message from the story. Iris made a new discovery. This is one way a story can end. Writers, when you write endings you want them to connect to what is important. Endings help close our pieces and leave a lasting impression. One way to make a good ending is to reread and think about what was important. Maybe there is a message or lesson to be learned. Perhaps, there is a new discovery made by the character. Sometimes, the story ends with a final action.”



Possible anchor chart
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Active Engagement (Guided Practice): “Think about a piece that you have finished or are writing at this time. Tell yourself what the piece is about, why it’s important, and how you might end your narrative. When you have a clear idea, put your thumb up so that we know you are ready. Turn and Talk and share your idea with your neighbor.” Try: “When you are writing today, you may want to revise your ending by thinking about what is important and how you want to leave a lasting impression with your readers. I will ask people to share their endings at the end of writing time today.” Share: Choose some students who have successfully revised their endings and are willing to share how they revised their ending.



Session 16: Authors’ Examples of Endings Teaching Point: Looking at examples of how authors write strong endings can improve our writing. Materials: chart paper and marker, pre-written story on chart paper, copies of endings from the following mentor texts: Shortcut by D. Crews, Coming on Home by J. Woodson, Apt. 3 by E. Keats, Cheese Louise by D. Slater Connect: “Writers, we talked about how endings need to be connected to what is important in your piece and also leave a lasting impression. Another way to learn how to write good endings is to look at how authors write their endings.” Teach (Model): “Let’s look at some different types of endings together. Listen while I read the ending of Shortcut by D. Crews.”



We walked home without a word. We didn’t tell Big Mama. We didn’t tell Mama. We didn’t tell anyone. We didn’t talk about what had happened for a very long time. And we didn’t take the shortcut again. “Donald Crews helped us, as readers, understand the lesson of the writing. Teaching a lesson is one kind of ending that an author may choose to use. Let’s listen to another kind of ending. In the book Coming on Home by J. Woodson, the author focuses on how the girl still hopes that her mother will come home soon. This is an ending where the author zooms in to finish the story.” Teacher reads the ending:



Inside, it’s warm and quiet. Stew cooking on the stove. Outside, snow falls and falls and somewhere there’s my mama loving me more than the rain. Loving me 22



more than snow. Cleaning trains. And coming on home soon.



“At the end of Apt. 3, the author writes about Sam and Ben’s feelings toward a new friend. Listen to the words he uses to show how they think and feel.”



Then the dark room filled with wild, noisy, happy music. It bounced from wall to wall to wall. Sam and Ben looked at each other. They couldn’t wait for tomorrow.



Active Engagement (Guided Practice): “Writers, now listen while I read the ending to Cheese Louise by D. Slater and see if you can determine the type of ending the author used. Teacher reads the following:



Louise smiled down at her friends as she was carried away. The best part of being chosen was knowing that all the Swiss cheeses who came to the fridge in the future would hear her story and be proud to be just like her, the famous Cheese Louise.



Turn and share with your partner what kind of ending this might have been and why. The type of ending that was shared could be classified as a “memory.” Try: “Today, when you are writing the ending for your piece, you may want to use one of these ending choices: a lesson learned, a memory, thought or feeling, or zooming in to the most important part. Think about your story and what message or idea you want to leave the reader with. Remember that the ending closes the piece and leaves a lasting impression.” Share: Give students an opportunity to share their ending and why they chose that type of ending.
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Session 17: Peer Editing: Spelling Word Wall Words Teaching Point: Students can recognize that they can spell words “in a snap” and that their writing will be stronger if they take the time to spell words that are familiar to them. Materials: narrative piece ready to publish, access to Word Wall words, revision pens, prewritten piece by teacher Connect: *Writers are set up in partner groups, with a piece of writing ready to go to the publishing stage in the next few sessions. “Partners, you’ve been great at helping writers listen to words and record letters and sounds that match words. Today, it’s still important for partners to help writers with words. This time, partners, will you help make sure your partner has spelled Word Wall words correctly? Writers often have someone- we call that person an editor- who helps us check that we spell so people know what we’re saying. Before we give our writing to an editor/checker, we edit or check it ourselves. I’ll show you how.” Teach (Model): “I want to be a word detective today. I want to show you how I can make sure I spell Word Wall words correctly. Sometimes, I just spend some time reading the Word Wall. Can you believe that? I want to make sure I can spell those words ‘in a snap.’ Would you help me read the Word Wall now?” Read the Word Wall in unison, with a pointer to keep everyone on track together. “Then, sometimes I reread my writing to be sure that I have spelled my Word Wall words correctly. Watch how I do that. I’m going to be a detective! When I am reading my work, and I come to a word that I think might be on the Word Wall and I notice that it doesn’t look right, I circle it. Now I know which words to fix.” *At this time of the lesson, it would be great for your writers to see how you can glance at the Word Wall, look back at your piece, and then correct the word. Taking a mental snapshot of the Word Wall is a good practice to model. Active Engagement (Guided Practice): “Now I am going to bring my writing to my partner (Would you all be my writing partner?) What I need you to help me do is read my writing and see if you can be Word Wall detectives. See if I missed any words that are up on the Word Wall. Would you read over this and let me know what you think?” Working together, as a partnership would, detect any words in the prewritten sample that need correcting by using the Word Wall as a support. Try: “Now you are ready to go be detectives with your writing partner. Use your revision pens to work together to circle any words that are not correct.” Allow for time to edit together. Share: “Writers, I want to give you a reminder. In the future, you don’t have to wait until your editing buddy tells you that you have incorrect Word Wall words. You can spot them on your own! Remember that your
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job is to write Word Wall words correctly so that you have almost no circles on your page. But, I know that you are focusing on getting your story on the page…. it’s okay to remember there will always be time to edit, double check, and use your editing buddy to help.”



Session 18: Peer Editing: Punctuating Teaching Point: The placement of periods help make the stories that we write easier to read. Materials: sample of writing without periods on chart paper, revision pen, brightly colored sticker dots, Writer’s Notebook Connect: Yesterday’s work with Word Wall words allows the writers to write faster and longer. Longer stories need periods to make them easier to read. “Over the last few weeks, all of you have learned many ways to make your writing easier to read. You’re stretching your words and recording the sounds, leaving spaces when you get to the end of the word, and you’re taking the time to spell the words that you know by heart. The good news is, you’re not only writing so people can read it, but you are also writing faster and longer. Your writing is growing up…. Just like you! When our writing grows up, we have to pay attention to certain things…. like punctuation! Especially periods. Show the students how you have trouble reading your own writing when it doesn’t have periods. “Let me read this story to you. See if you can notice the problem some of you are having with your own writing.”



Today my mom and I rode bikes my bike is new when we left we rode beside each other then we got in a line it was fun to ride bikes it was dark we went home Try reading the sample several times with different intonations. With a change in phrasing, perhaps your students will recognize where pausing occurs and periods are needed. Using your revision pen, insert the needed punctuation where it is needed. The main focus is to help students understand that adding punctuation doesn’t just help it “look better” but helps convey meaning, which is the central goal of writing. Teach (Model): “Sometimes, when I look back over my writing, I find pieces where I forgot my punctuation, especially my periods. I have some of my writing here and I want you to notice how I have trouble reading it. There are misused capital letters or periods so I’m not sure how to say the words. It could say:
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My sister went To a Circus she told me she Saw an elephant on a ball “Or it could say:” My sister went to a circus. She told me she saw an elephant on a ball. “What do you think I did from the first example to the second example? I will tell you exactly what I was thinking. I reread my writing. That’s the most important thing to do. REREAD. When I listened to my voice, I heard myself pause after the word ‘circus.’ I knew that I needed to stop and think before I moved on to the next thought. So, that’s how I knew it was time to insert a period. A period is a mark that acts as a stopsign and tells me to stop and think for a second before moving on. That’s how I knew to make my writing better.” Active Engagement (Guided Practice): During the active engagement portion of this lesson, continue working with the circus story. Add on to the story by building a middle and ending to the story. Purposely leave out the periods. Using brightly colored sticker dots, give each partner pair of students a challenge to use a sticker dot to signify where to insert periods into your story. Once this challenge has been completed, spend a few moments discussing the importance of the step that comes after inserting appropriate punctuation….. making sure the first letter of the next sentence is capitalized!



Try: Tell the students that from this point on, they need to think about using periods and capitals to separate the parts of their ideas. If they omit periods, partners can help them figure out how to separate ideas. “From now on, whenever you write, think about how your ideas should be broken apart. Use a period and a capital letter to let your readers know where one idea ends and another one begins. These signs help the reader think more like you. If you leave out periods, your partners can help you figure out where your thinking needs to be broken apart.” Share: Meet together to discuss how much easier it is to understand the meaning of the stories we write
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when we use periods (or other forms of punctuation) to share our thoughts.



Session 19: Celebration of Writing Teaching Point: Today’s Writing Workshop Celebration will be a time to reflect and celebrate the hard work and growth that has occurred with all the student writers. They have moved into a stage of writing that showcases they are becoming aware of being “Writers for Readers.” Materials: published piece of writing, refreshments of the teacher’s choosing



Connect: “Welcome guests! We are so happy that you could join us today. Today is the day we celebrate all the work we have done and all the things we have learned over the past few weeks. All of our students have changed so much as writers. When we began the year, we were writing stories that might have been hard to read but now…. We are writing in ways that makes it easier for the reader to understand!” Teach (Model): “Let me explain how our celebration time will work today. Half of the class will be authors first, and half of the class will be readers first. Your special guest will follow you to the group I am going to assign you to. If you are going to be an author, I will call your name and you will go with your writing to your seat. Your job will be to sit with a reader who will read your story. When your reader has read your story, you should tell and show them what you did to make your writing easier to read. After about ten minutes, you will switch roles. The author will become the reader and the reader will have a chance to share and talk about their writing. Our guests will be listening to you the whole time!” Active Engagement (Guided Practice): Tell the students and guests that if they find something they could do to make their stories even better or easier to read, do it! Give them all “special celebration, last-minute changes pens” to use in that case. “Writers, I want to tell you one more thing before you go off to celebrate your writing. I want to tell you that as you are sharing your writing, you might find something else that you could do to make your writing even easier to read. That is a good thing! That means that all of you are true writers. True writers know that their writing is never totally finished. If the writer decided that they want to make a change, I have “special celebration, last-minute changes pens.” Try: “Remember that today is a celebration! Let’s make sure we congratulate one another and enjoy our
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stories. Off to celebrate!” Share: “Writers, I want to congratulate each of you on all the things you have learned during the past few weeks. You are true writers. You are always working to make your ideas easier to read and understand. This will always be important because as much as we will continue to write, we will want others to be able to understand and appreciate our writing.”
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